YOUR DESIRE IS YOUR DIVINE CALLING
- By Sue Maisano, PhD
Where is your desire coming from?
Do you dare to answer your desires?
Or are you sabotaging your desires by putting off taking actions required for
its achievement?
In this lesson, you will understand why you need to answer your desire and
how to overcome fear so you can take action towards achieving your
desires!
Your desire is your divine calling.

―
Desire is a message from your soul to your personality. Your soul makes the
calling to the human part of you in the form of a desire. A desire is a divine
message.
It is a clear cry from deep inside you to achieve something greater,
something that’s meant to be!

If you have the desire to do something, that means you have the ability to
do it. The Universe is literally pulling you into your purpose by you following
your desires!
Want to quit your 9-5 job and create a business fueled by your passion?
That’s your soul’s calling for abundance and self-worthiness.
Want to attract the ideal soulmate with harmonious relationship?
That’s your soul’s calling for intimacy, companionship and love.
Want to move to a new place, new country, make a drastic change?
That’s your soul’s calling for new adventure and expansion into new life
experiences.
Your desire is a sacred message from your soul.
But,
Are you listening to the whisper of your desires?
Are you pursuing your desires with faithful actions?
Or are you allowing fear to crush you and not getting into motion?
Are you choosing your comfort zone and status quo instead of taking
massive actions?
Too many people are crushed by fear that they bury their desires, or they
will say I will do it someday. The truth is, someday never comes, that’s why
the graveyard is the riches place on earth.
Back in 2004, I had a desire. A desire to get out of China and come to
America for higher education.
I wasn’t in any position to do that.
I was just a naïve girl growing up as a farmer and my mom suffered from
depression and suicidal thoughts while my dad was an elementary school

dropout working on random construction jobs. Tuition was always borrowed;
it was embarrassing. I was pretty much confined to 10miles radius from
home or college; I had never been anywhere!
Because of the environment I was born into and raised, plus the cultural
norms of prejudice against girls in China at that time, I wasn’t expected
of anything, and I didn't know much either.
Suddenly in college I had this burning desire to go abroad and pursue PhD
studies. A poor village girl with mediocre college scores had a bold dream.
I didn’t even know how to type on a computer or how to send an email! I
was ridiculed. As I said I was not in any position to answer the calling of the
desire and I meant it, but somehow the desire found me. It started small but
I followed it relentlessly.
A desire is a divine message from your SOUL!
The book The Alchemist said it perfectly, “When you want something, all
the universe conspires in helping you to achieve it.” and that’s exactly what
happened to me.
Looking back, it seems like a fiction, so surreal, so unlikely, yet it indeed
happened, otherwise I wouldn’t be writing this message to you.
What happened for me was I took action with unwavering faith and two
weeks after I contacted a US professor, she happened to go on a business
trip to China, to my city, where I got this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
be interviewed face to face.
The rest was history.
It wasn’t an easy journey, but every step along the way someone, or
something helped me in achieving this seemingly impossible dream. People
were aligned, events created, and coincidences appeared, the
whole Universe went into working to make my desire a reality.
I share with you my personal story to tell you that there’s a reason why you
have the desire that you have, no matter how unlikely it seems right now.
Take massive courageous actions with faith towards your wildest dream, and
you are meant to achieve it!
You are being called into your purpose!
So why wouldn't you be able to achieve your desire?

You are meant to achieve your desires, otherwise it wouldn’t be there in the
first place! You are meant for great things if you follow your desires
courageously!
Answering your desires and carrying out the actions is answering the divine
calling.
Your future self, the consciousness of you that's not confined by time and
space, the part of invisible you that's already where you want to be, is
calling out to you and urging you, do this! Follow your desires!
Your desire is your future self calling you into action! You are sure to
succeed when you follow your true heart desires! It is what meant to be!!
The entire Universe is cheering you on! The entire Universe has your back!
The Universe wants you to follow the blueprint your future self sent to you
and achieve your full potential! So do it! Answer your divine calling! That’s
what you are here to do. It is your life purpose.
What
What
What
What

is it that you desire?
would make you feel ALIVE?
is it that you are put on earth to do?
do you need to change to start doing what fulfills you?

Sue Maisano, PhD, is a spiritual life and business coach helping individuals overcome
their mental blocks and achieve their full potential.
Call today 860-834-2323 to schedule your free strategy call.

